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Home Improvement Tips 

 
When it comes to home improvement projects, not every renovation or remodeling effort will pay off when 

the owner sells their home. Consumers should be aware that cost does not necessarily equal value. Here 

are some other tips for homeowners: 

 

What home improvement projects yield the best return on investment?  

Typically, the basic upgrades – from painting the walls neutral colors to installing new fixtures – offer the 

largest returns. After those, homeowners can add value by undertaking renovation projects that bring 

their homes up to – but not beyond – community norms. Projects known to offer a good return on 

investment include garage door replacement, siding replacement, manufactured stone veneer, steel entry 

door replacement, deck addition and minor kitchen remodel. 

 

What home improvement projects yield the worst return on investment?  

Projects that take a home significantly beyond community norms are often not worth the price they cost in 

a resale situation. They certainly may benefit a homeowner’s quality of life, but if they don’t match what’s 

standard in a community, they’ll be considered excessive and may offer a very low return on investment. 

 

How long until a home improvement project pays for itself?  

It may be best to hold off on big renovations if a homeowner isn’t sure how long they will be in their home. 

The longer a homeowner stays in a property, the greater the opportunity for a return on investment.  

 

Are ‘green’ renovations worth it?  

It all depends on the improvements made. Some green renovations, such as adding Energy Star 

appliances and extra insulation, are likely to pay the homeowner back in lowered utility bills relatively 

quickly. Lower utility costs also are a draw for potential homebuyers. 

 

The amount a potential homebuyer is willing to pay for green upgrades is at the discretion of each 

individual home buyer. These items are sometimes considered for value increases by appraisers in a 

quality adjustment.  
 

By purchasing an energy-efficient product or renewable energy system for a home, the owner may be 

eligible for a federal tax credit based on EPA-established guidelines. (See the complete list of eligible 

products, including program expiration dates.)  

 

How can appraisers help homeowners? 

Unlike a real estate agent or broker, the appraiser is an impartial party to any real estate transaction and 

has no vested interest in the sale of a property. For an objective, unbiased analysis of what their home 

would be worth both before and after an improvement project, a homeowner can work with a professional 

real estate appraiser to conduct a feasibility study.  

 

During a feasibility study, the appraiser will analyze the homeowner’s property, weigh the cost of 

rehabilitation and provide an estimate of the property's value before and after the improvement. 
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How much will a feasibility study cost? 

There is no set fee and every appraiser is different. Fees depend upon the appraiser and the 

extensiveness of the study. Costs will vary by market and among regions of the country. Other factors 

could affect the cost as well; each situation is unique. 

 

Where can a homeowner learn more about home improvements? 

Remodeling magazine released its annual Cost vs. Value report showing which projects are expected to 

yield the best return on investment. That report is available at https://www.remodeling.hw.net/cost-vs-

value/2019/. 
 

How can a homeowner locate a professional appraiser in their area? 

Finding a professional appraiser is just a few clicks away. Simply go to 

www.appraisalinstitute.org/findappraiser, where consumers can search for appraisers in their area.  
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